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This book demonstrates how economic principles can be used to analyze
forest policy issues across existing and developing market economies. The
majority of the chapters address timber production and timber markets,
primarily from private forest lands. However, policy makers and forest
owners are increasingly concerned with a wide range of forest outputs,
including ecosystem services, amenities, recreation, and fuelwood, as well as
timber. While many of these outputs are not traded in formal markets, the
chapters in this book demonstrate that the market paradigm is a useful
framework for examining the behavior and values of forest owners and
users. Market concepts can be applied broadly to improve our understanding
of public policy in the contentious arena of forest management.

Forest economics addresses the significance of forests to the economy, the
impact of the economy on forests, and the means by which government and
landowners achieve forest management goals. There are several factors that
distinguish forest economics as a separate applied field of economics. First,
the diversity of forest landowners, both by groups (public, and private
industrial and nonindustrial) and within groups, leads to a diversity of
preferences, expectations, and constraints. Second, the long time frames
involved in forest production give rise to the classical problem of choosing
optimal rotation lengths, capital budgeting, and modem financial analysis. A
third complicating factor is that forests jointly produce multiple outputs,
some extracted and some valued in situ, some traded in the market and some
not, and some accruing to forest owners and some to the public. Those not
traded in the market, whether consumed by landowners or by the public,
have no market price signals to predict behavior or guide allocation. Fourth,
the immobility of forests lends greater importance to the issue of market
power and to travel costs as necessary inputs to forest use. These and other
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